Main Units of Learning

- **Traditional Stories**
  - What are the key features of traditional stories? Can you compare and make links between folktales?
  - Can you read and retell, plan and write your own traditional story?

- **Scottish Folk Tales**
  - What are the key features of traditional stories? Can you compare and make links between folktales?
  - Can you read and retell, plan and write your own traditional story?

- **Scottish Poetry**
  - How are different poems structured?

- **D&T - Mechanisms**
  - Can you design and make a prototype delivery vehicle for Katie Morag?

- **Computing**
  - Can you program, test and debug a floor robot for a trip around a map of Struay?

- **Science - Working Scientifically**
  - Can you test and find the best materials to make a vehicle for Katie Morag?

- **Geography**
  - Where is the Isle of Coll in the UK? What is it like to live on the Isle of Coll (Katie Morag’s Isle of Struay)? How is the Isle of Coll similar and different to Eastwood?

- **Music - Transport**
  - ‘Wheels on the bus’
  - Can you explore and compose with rhythm and beat?
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Main Units of Learning

Supporting Units of Learning

Stories by Anthony Browne
- What are the key features of an Anthony Browne story? How are his stories similar and different? Can you read, predict and explain the story of the tunnel? How are illustrations important?
- Can you plan and write a story in the style of Anthony Browne?

Non-chronological Woodland Reports
- What are the key features of a report?
- Can you research and answer questions about woodland animals?
- Can you write your own woodland report?

Art
- Can you observe, draw and paint a woodland landscape?
- How can you use natural materials to create a piece of art?

Computing
- How can you present data about woodland plants and animals?
- Can you create a flowchart to help sort and identify plants and animals?

Science - Living Things & Habitats
- Plants
  - Can you identify and group common plants including trees? What do plants need to grow and stay healthy?
  - How do plants reproduce and grow?

Music - Folk Music
- Can you sing, perform and accompany traditional songs about Robin Hood?

History
- Who was Robin Hood?
  - How can you find out about a significant local hero? When did he live? What was his life like? Who would be your modern day Robin Hood hero?